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Greetings, Family.   
 
Can you feel the excitement?  The excitement amongst us, but also in the Crucible.  Speaking 
with Metatron and Yeshua was just electrifying, so they are very, very excited for what is 
going to happen on this call, but also for these three months and what’s going to happen.  It’s 
just going to be an amazing three months. 
 
So, what Lord Metatron has asked us to do is to get into the 5th Dimensional space, and Unity 
Consciousness, and with the Element of Love before we enter the Crucible.  But first of all, 
we’re going to start off being aware of our individual consciousness, just as an individual 
creator. 
 
So, if you would just notice yourself now as that individual.  Then, as soon as we start, we’ll 
start entering the Collective.  Even the Sacred Heart Consciousness is a Collective 
Consciousness.  We’re going to move through the unifying process, and we’re going to 
activate all the attention points.  We’re going to try to hit most of them, but just in a breath 
or two or three breaths.  And then we’ll keep moving.  Then, by the time we enter the 
Crucible, we’re going to be fully aware of ourselves as a part of that vast Collective Christed 
Consciousness. 
 
[1:25]  So, let’s all take a deep breath… 
And be in the Sacred Heart Consciousness, 
 Be in the Sacred Heart…. 
And feel the Unity Consciousness of that Sacred Heart, 
 and call forth and feel the Presence of that infinite ocean of the Element of Love, 
 that vast creative element. 
Also would you be aware that in that Sacred Heart you have the Soul Star… 
 We have the 6th Dimensional Template that we received from the Time Lock… 
 That TimeLock unifies those lower four chakras. 
 
Just with your awareness, now become aware you are already spinning at Light… 
 Your Merkaba is spinning at Light. 
Take a deep breath….. 
Feel yourself as that vast field of Light, luminous, radiant, glowing Light… 
 
You are in your Merkaba; Enter your Merkaba  
 and descend into your Earth Star… 
Then bring in that Unity Consciousness of the Sacred Heart, 
 bringing down that Element of Love. 
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[3:47]   
And notice the Elementals. 
 I always notice that when we descend down, the Elementals get excited! 
 They just start dancing, happy, and chattering, and amazed. 
 They just love it when we do this; it’s just exciting to them… 
 
Would you give your Earth Star a Loving command to dock into the Earth’s Soul Star. 
 And you feel that Earth energy; the consciousness of the Inner Earth communities. 
We begin to become a part of that Collective Consciousness. 
 You feel the Telosians step forward…  
   5th, 6th, 7th  Dimensional energy that they carry  in their Light Bodies… 
 Call forth the Lemurians and feel that Lemurian energy. 
  It’s feels familiar because we’ve all been a part of that. 
  It’s a long time ago, very, very ancient…  ancient memories… 
 Feel the Presence of the Andarans and all the 12th Dimensional energy, 
  Christ Consciousness… 
 And feel the Presence as the Luminaries enter… 13th Dimensional Light… 
  Luminous Light… as it fills your Earth Star. 
 
It is already running the circuits we have set up.  We’re going to put our attention on them. 
 Give your command to your Earth Star to please undock from the Soul Star of the Earth… 
 
Now, in a breath, will you bring that Earth energy up your legs, into the root chakra, 
 and ground it back into the Earth Star. 
 Inhale up; exhale down; feel that loop; feel that circuit… 
 
And in the next breath, we bring it up the legs again into the 2nd chakra 
 and exhale it back down into the Earth Star… 
Take a few breaths.  As you bring that energy up, feel it fill your emotional body. 
 Bring the emotional body into that 5th Dimensional Unity Consciousness. 
 And all the fractions are mended… 
 The body consciousness becomes still and tranquil… 
 and begins to rise up into a 5th Dimensional state of Consciousness.. 
 
In the next breath, bring the energy up into the 3rd chakra, into the solar plexus; 
 Exhale it back down into the Earth Star. 
 Take two or three breaths feeling that circuit. 
And also enter that Solar Center. 
 Feel the Radiance of the Sun and of the Central Sun.  It just radiates out.   
 It just fills the field, the entire Unified Field – that life-giving energy… 
Notice the consciousness of that solar plexus as it changes: 
 Power through Love instead of dominance… 
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[9:12]  
With your next breath, will you bring that energy up into the Loving 4th chakra. 
 It’s filled with that Green Light Coding already; 
 The Element of Love now becoming self-Love. 
 
Exhale back down into the Earth Star, 
 then take two or three breaths: inhale up, exhale down… 
 
In the 4th Chakra,  
 will you acknowledge yourself as a 5th Dimensional Christed Being in a Light Body. 
 You have prepared your Temple for the Divine to hold SoulSpirit, Christed OverSoul, 
  indeed to hold the Presence of FatherMother God. 
 So, hold yourself in the same reverence, respect as you would an Ascended Master, 
  as you would an Archangel, a Lord of Light… 
 Love yourself and treat yourself accordingly……. 
 
As we do this, notice that Central Channel.   
 It runs from the Earth Star all the way up to the Soul Star. 
Ride that energy.  Put your attention and ride that energy, way up into the Soul Star. 
 Become the Soul Star Consciousness;  
 Become the Presence of your Soul/OverSoul/Christed OverSoul….. 
 
That 4th Triad – from that vantage point, feel the Love, feel the adoration,  
 the appreciation you have for the Temple that has been prepared. 
 
Feel the attraction that you have, that Loving desire to merge.  Make your decision:   
 that OverSoul, Christed OverSoul Presence in the Soul Star can descend  
 and take up residence in this physical body, to be fully present. 
 
The energy can descend through the 11th chakra; it begins to whirl, becomes a vortex. 
 And you gather the Undifferentiated Light around you. 
 
And as you continue your descent through the 10th chakra, 
 you gather the Christed Consciousness, the Consciousness of the Godhead…. 
 
Now this 4th Triad is our communication Triad.   
Come down into the 9th chakra:  We have a communication  
 with the Archangels, the Lords of Light, Elohim, the Ascended Masters. 
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[13:55]   
 
The 4th Triad spirals down into the 3rd Triad, the Bridging Triad: 
 Where we still have an iteration of the Soul Star. 
 In the 8th chakra, we have the Universal Mind as it relates to the physical, 
 and then into that brilliant Crown chakra, the 7th chakra -- and we enter the physical. 
 
So the 4th Triad merges into the 3rd Triad, the Bridging Triad, 
and then it merges into the 2nd Triad, the Creative Triad: 
 Feel the Undifferentiated fill your 3rd Eye chakra, the Pineal Gland, the Medulla Oblongata. 
 Start creating that Light. 
 The Arc of the Covenant is activated… 
 
Continue spiraling down through the 5th chakra, 
 drawing in that 1st Ray, the Will of the Creator, 
 through the Sacred Heart into the 1st Triad, the Base Triad. 
 It becomes one vast vortex of spinning Light. 
 
Take a few breaths and just feel yourself radiating this Light,  
 radiating the Love, the Wisdom, the Presence of Creator in a physical body……. 
 The Unified Field spinning at Light,  
 the Merkaba spinning at Light, 
 The Central Column spinning at Light. 
  Just a magnificent, radiant ball of intensified, glowing Light, 
  An infinite River of Light just flowing through you…. 
 
 
Now, will you gaze out across that ring of fire at that radiant Collective Crucible. 
You might see it as a magnificent Flower of Life, spheres of the Flower of Life, 
 Spheres of Light, every Being in there a magnificent Sphere of Light, 
 but all interwoven, interconnected… 
 
And then, let’s enter the Crucible in our Merkaba, one by one as a Sphere of Light, 
 in your Light Body. 
As you enter, feel your consciousness shift. 
 
Become aware of yourself still as an individual, 
 but very much a part of this Collective Christed Consciousness……. 
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[18:15]  Become aware of the many vast Beings of Light.   
Now, you may notice the Presence of our Seating the Divine classmates.   
 Just kind of look around and see if you can feel any of them. 
 

And then let’s become aware of the Presence of the Sirians,  
 coming through that Sirian Star Gate. 
As you focus on their Presence, it becomes just a bit forward. 
 You can feel it, communicate with their Presence. 
Feel the Presence of An Ra Ta,  
 of the Sirian Central Sun which holds the Christed Consciousness, 
 of the Whales, the Dolphins, the Sirian High Council… 
 with whom you are all one…. 
 

The Pleiadian Star Gate – be aware of the Pleiadian Consortium…. 
 

Deep breath…..  Feel that Love and Light as it enters your body…… 
 

And then through that other Star Gate that goes to the Arcturian system. 
 Maybe be a little curious about the Arcturians.   
 We don’t hear much from them, but they are a very important part of this Collective. 
 They, too, are walking around in their Light bodies  
  and they bring that Sacred knowledge with them. 
 

Through all three Star Gates you feel the hologram codes coming in from Andromeda, 
 a Christed Galaxy, 15th Dimensional high, high, high frequencies of Light. 
 
All these vast Beings are here to assist us. 
 

The Telosians are present. 
All the Inner Earth Beings are part of our Collective: 
 the Lemurians, the Andarans, the Luminaries, and even our friends the Elementals. 
All here to receive this Element of Love and this Unity Consciousness. 
 

So, we are ready: 
 We are in 5th Dimensional Consciousness. 
 We are part of this Collective Christed Consciousness in our Crucible. 
 

And so, as the speakers come forth tonight, call forth their Presence, and they will step 
forward a little bit in this Crucible, and we will feel the communication that happens 
energetically, at the same time that they are delivering their message through Joan. 
 

To start us off, would you please call forth Metatron,  
and through Joan would you please welcome Lord Metatron. 
 


